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California needs Gov. Jerry Brown's leadership to deal with the worst drought in state
history.
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needs. But Brown can't make that happen as long as he clings to his $25 billion, twin-tunnel
proposal to carry Delta water south.
The Bay Delta Conservation Plan has deeply divided crucial players in high-stakes water
politics, many of whom view it as another Northern California/Southern California water
war. And now that the Brown administration is poised to remove the "Conservation" part -the 50-year guarantee to restore Delta wetlands and habitat to keep the estuary healthy -- all
that's left is the massive tunnel project. It is dead in the murky, barely habitable water.
So this is an opportunity. The drought not only justifies but requires a shift of strategy based

MORE VIDEOS:

on the deepening emergency. Other BDCP supporters, including the Santa Clara Valley
Water District, should urge him in that direction. Let's not spend more money on a losing
proposition.
With the tunnels set aside, Brown could focus his political clout on developing and
implementing cheaper, quicker, more efficient ways to conserve water -- that's the main
thing now -- and offer long-term solutions to water-starved Central Valley farmers and
urban Southern California areas.
Advertisement

Restoring the Delta ecosystem has to be at
the core of California's water policy because
so much of our fresh water comes from it -about half of Silicon Valley's supply. This
generation cannot destroy the largest
estuary west of the Mississippi. And the only
way to sustain it is to get more water flowing
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through it, not less, a premise ratified by a
National Academy of Sciences study from 2011.
California needs to conserve water for the long term. There's no shortage of ideas, just of
leadership to make them happen.
This is where we need Jerry Brown.
Here are just a few things he could do through the state budget and his power of persuasion:
Capture, clean and recycle more water. The state should build more and better wastewater
recycling plants and raise the height of some reservoirs to capture what little rain we get.

Nearly 5 million acre feet of water a year flows into the ocean when it could be captured and
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recycled. Recycling plants are cheaper and less environmentally harmful than desalination
plants. Aggressive recycling, conservation and diversifying of sources helped San Diego cut
its reliance on water purchased from the Metropolitan Water District by 45 percent since the
last drought. Cities such as San Jose and its water plant partners that already aggressively
recycle could do so much more with state help to rely less on Delta water.
Make creative water bargains between urban and rural areas.

Agriculture uses 80 percent of California's available water supply, but nearly 60 percent of
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long drought cries out for a leader who can unite the players rather than driving them apart.
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Jerry Brown can be that leader. But he has to set aside the $25 billion tunnels first.
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If Jerry Brown wants traction to spend more money on Water Conservation, he needs to
consider giving up is other big "Legacy" boondoggle - High Speed Rail. The system
currently underway is several times the cost the voters originally authorized, with much
lower ridership projections. But he's still funneling billions into it.
He's much more concerned with having his name memorialized on some major piece of
infrastructure than he is with utility or the state's budget constraints.
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Hah. Jerry Brown is a poster child for the species of political animal that created the
current mess. We need a younger, fresher, bolder leader who is ready to tackle the
problem rather than one who is just going make more of the same kind of rotten deals
that delivered us here.
Sure, Brown is a great deal maker and he'll doubtless help some folks become very
wealthy. But the little people who consume relatively little water (compared to agriculture
and industry) are going to get screwed with rationed water at exorbitant prices.
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